Spett. le
LLC Slavyanskaya Stolica
Proizvodstvennaya Street, BLD6
119619 MOSCOW - RUSSIA

SUBJECT: Authorization to use ULTOM logo and images
As per your request, herewith we authorise your company, not exclusively and without remuneration, to use Ultom logo
(afterwards the “Logo”) and Ultom photographic images downloadable from web site www.ultom.com (afterwards the
“Images”), according the following rules:
1. The reproduction of Logo and of Images is admitted in your official web site on condition that they are not sold,
they can’t be downloaded by third parties, the dimensions and readability of contents are not modified, on
condition that colours and feature are respected and not otherwise modified;
2. It is forbidden to incorporate or to use the Logo as a part of name, logo or trademark of your company, on a
product or service of yours;
3. It is possible to indicate the relation of your Company with Ultom products and services using the Logo on
conditions that the referential phrase is accurate and meets the requirements established in any commercial
contract stipulated with Ultom;
4. The Logo can’t be used as logo of your Company, nor your Company that is using it can’t introducing itself as
owner of Logo and Images;
5. It is forbidden to use the Logo and the Images to discredit Ultom, his products and service, or in such way that can
diminish or otherwise damage Ultom;
6. Ultom reserve the right to amend, change or modify the Logo and the Image in its sole discretion. In case of
amendment, change or modification of the Logo and/or Images, your Company must adapt;
7. Any consequence resulting from an improper use of the Logo and of the Images is to impute to your Company;
8. This authorisation can’t be transferable to thirds;
9. Ultom allows the use of the Logo and the Images for one year from receipt of this letter, that is sent to you via
registered mail, and is renewable from year to year, upon written request of new authorisation to send to Ultom 20
days before expiry date.
10. All promotional and advertising initiative, that has as its object, even if only in part, the Logo and / or the Images,
must be previously submitted to Ultom approval;
11. Ultom reserve the right to withdraw, at any time in its sole discretion, the right to use the Logo and the Images;
12. This authorisation doesn’t allow to insert the catalogue Ultom in web, so as to be downloadable by a third part.
We remain at your complete disposal
Best Regards
Cittadella, 14 Luglio 2015
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